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Front open curve, go up, come down the 

same line and turn tail 

 

 

Standing line down, go up half a way and 

back open curve 

 

Front open curve 

 

Front open curve, go up standing line, 

come down the same line and turn tail 

 

 

Sleeping line and a back open curve 

 

Left small hump, standing line down, cut 

with a sleeping line 



 

Front open curve, go up standing line, 

come down the same line and turn tail on 

the left side 

 

 

Standing line down, go up half way, make a 

hump down and turn tail 

 

 

Standing line down turn tail and dot on the 

top 

 

 

Standing line down, turn tail on the left 

side and dot on the top 

 

 

Standing line down, make slant line to the 

left, touching the standing line, make 

another slant line to the right 

 

Standing line down turn tail  

 



 

Standing line down, go up the same line, 

make a hump down, another hump down 

and turn tail 

 

Standing line down, go up the same line, 

make a Hump and turn tail 

 

 

Front open curve, go up making a circle 

(stop at the dot) 

 

 

Standing line down, go up the same line 

and make a back open curve 

 

Front open curve, go up standing line, 

come down the same line and turn tail 

 

Standing line down, go up the same line 

and make a hump 

 



 

Front open curve, back open curve 

 

 

Standing line down turn tail and cut with 

the sleeping line 

 

 

Standing line down turn tail, go up and 

come down the same standing line turn tail 

 

 

Slanting line down stop and then slowly 

line up 

 

 

Standing line down turn tail, go up, come 

down the same standing line, turn tail and 

again go up 

 

 

Slanting line down, go back slanting line 

half way, slanting line up, come down the 

same line, cut the line 

 



 

Standing line, turn tail, go up standing line, 

come down the same line, cut the line, 

come down, turn tail other side 

 

 

Sleeping line stop, slant line down and 

sleeping line 

 

 


